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LLOYD D. TUCKER

Abstract. A partial order F on a compact space S is called con-

tinuous if T is a closed subset of S x S. In this paper, we define and

study an embedding <t> of the arbitrary compact continuously

partially ordered space (S, T) into a corresponding compact topo-

logical semilattice Sr- We show that the structure of entirely

determines the structure of (S, T). We prove that the inverse images

under O of components in Sr are the order components of (5, T),

where elements a and b of 5 are defined to be in the same order com-

ponent of (5, V) if there exists no continuous monotonic map

f:(S, r)-»{0, 1} which separates a and b. Finally, we show that

Sr is connected if and only if (5, T) has only one order component.

Notation. If S is a topological space, we denote the space of nonempty

closed subsets of S by 2s. If {VAj^l, •••,«} is a set of open subsets of

S, we let (Vlt • • • , V„)={X^2s\XrtVj^0 for each/*$» and X^ F,u
••• UKJ. We give 2s the finite topology [1]» a basis for which is

W, ■ • •, VJ\V» ■ • •, Vn are open subsets of S).
A quasi order is a transitive reflexive binary relation. A partial order is an

antisymmetric quasi order. If T is a quasi order on the Hausdorff space S

and T is closed with respect to the product topology on SxS, then T is a

continuous quasi order. We write CCQOTS (CCPOTS) for "compact

continuously quasi (partially) ordered topological space(s)." Let (S, T)

and(F, Q) be CCQOTS. IfxeSand/f <=S, then weletxr={je5|(x, y)eT},

and AY= U {aT\aeA}. It is easy to see [4] that if A is compact then AT is

closed. We say/: (S, r)-»-(F, Q) is monotonic if/:S->-Fis a function such

that if (a, b)eT, then (f(a),f(b))eT'. If /: (5, T)—(F, Q) is monotonic,
one-to-one, and onto, and /_1: (T, Q.)-*(S, V) is monotonic, then /is an

isomorphism. We let

E(T) = {(x, y)eSxS\(x, y), (y, x) e T},

T/£(r) = {(a, b) e S/£(r) x S/E(T) \ if x e a and y e b then (x, y) e T},
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U(T) = {(A, B) e 2s x 2s j AT => BT},

S' = 2sjE{U(Y))   and   V = U(T)IE(U(T)).

We say (7", *) is a topological semilattice if * is a continuous com-

mutative associative operation on the space F such that t*t = t for each

teT.

Proposition 1. If(S, T) is a CCPOTS, then (2s, U(T)) is a CCQOTS,
and (S', V) is a CCPOTS.

Proof.   Well known.

Definition of Sr. If (5, F) is a CCPOTS, let F( F) be the set of all con-

tinuous monotonic f.(S, l"1)—»■/, where / is the unit interval with the usual

topology and order. Let C=C(F(T)) be the cube {g:F(Y)-*I}, with the

product topology and the natural partial order ^, denned by pointwise

minimum. Specifically, we define *:2C-*C by -n-f(*(A)) = inf{7rf(a)\aeA}

where irf is the projection map, and we say a^b if b))=a. Let

O: S-+C be the usual embedding of S into C defined by Trf(<t>(s))=f (s). We

let Sr be the smallest (topologically) closed subsemilattice of C which

contains ®(S).

Note. If (S, V) is a CCPOTS, then by [2, p. 30], F(T) separates points

of S, so $ is one-to-one. Thus <I> is a homeomorphism into C. Also, the

partial order T agrees with ^ in the sense that (a, b)eY if and only if

4>(a)^(I>(/3). Thus, we assume without loss of generality that S is a sub-

space of C.

Proposition 2. // (S, T) is a CCPOTS, and i: (2s, U(T))-+S is defined

by i{A) = *(A). then i is a continuous monotonic extension of the embedding

<j>: (S, r)-*Sr such that i is onto ST, and if i{A)<i(B) for some A, Be2s,

then (A,B)eU(T).

Proof. Let T={*(A)\Ae2s}. Since * is a continuous operation and

2s is compact, Fis closed. Clearly, Fis a subsemilattice of C containing S,

so Sr"=F. Let -^(S) be the set of all nonempty finite subsets of S. By

[1, p. 156], 3*(S) is dense in 2's. Since *{A)eSr for each Ae^(S), we see

that F<=Sr. Therefore F=Sr. One may now show i satisfies the desired

conclusion by applying the theorem of Nachbin [2. p. 30] which states that

if aeS, B&2S, and a^BY, then there exists /eF(F) such that / separates a

and B.

Corollary 3. If(S.Y) is a CCPO TS and q: 2s-*S' is the quotient map,

then there exists an isomorphism j: (S', T')-*-Sr such that j is a homeomor-

phism and the following diagram commutes.

Proof. Straightforward.
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(2s, U(T)) -i* (S\ T')

Definition. If A' is a topological semilattice and A<=X, then A is a

minimal closed generating subset of X if A is closed, >4 generates X in the

sense that the only closed subsemilattice of X containing A is X, and no

closed proper subset of A generates X.

Proposition 4. If(S, Y) is a CCPOTS, then 0(5) is the unique minimal

closed generating subset of Sr.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists a closed generating

subset A of 5r such that 5 is not a subset of A. Let T={*(D)\Ds2A}.

One can show 7 = 5r by using an argument similar to the proof of Prop-

osition 2. Let s be an element of S\A = {xeS\x$A}.

There exists Be2A such that *(B)=s. Let P={Ee2:'\i(E)eB}. Since P is

closed in 2s, one can show U P is closed in 5. We want to show U P<=sY.

Suppose on the contrary there exists xeU P\sY. Then by [2, p. 30] there

exists f=F(T) such that f(x)=0 and f(t)=\ for each test. Clearly,

«•,(/( UP))*=0 and Trf(s)=\. But z(U P)=*(U P)=*(B)=s. This con-

tradiction indicates that U P^sY. Similarly, one can show seU P. Thus,

there exists EeP such that seE^sY. Since (E, {s}), ({s}, E)eU(T) and i is

monotonic, we see that i(E)=i({s})=s. Thus seB<=A. This contradiction

indicates S<^A. Therefore, 5 is a minimal generating closed subset of 5r.

'Corollary 5. // (5, Y) and (T, O) are CCPOTS, and Sr and Ta are

isomorphic and homeomorphic, then (S, T) and (T, Q.) are isomorphic and

homeomorphic.

Proof. By Proposition 4, we can recover the topological and order

structures of (S, Y) and (T, O) from the topological and order structures

of 5r and Tn respectively.

Definition. In [3], the author defined the relation CS(V) on the

CCPOTS (5, r) by

C3(T) = {(a, b)eS x S\ there exists nofe F(T) such

that the image of/is {0, 1} and f(a)j£f(by).

The equivalence classes of C3(T) are called order components. If C3(r) =

5x5, then (5, Y) is order connected.

Proposition 6. // (5. V) is a CCPOTS and a, beS, then a and b lie in

the same order component of (5, Y) if and only //0(a) and 0(6) lie in the

same component of 5r.
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Proof. First, suppose (a, b)eSx S\C3(T). There exists feF(T) such

that the image of/is {0, 1}, and f(a)jtf{b). Thus, Sv»iffx{{§, 1}), and a
and b lie in the disjoint open sets ^(O) and tt71(1) respectively, so

<f>(a)=a and <P(/j)=/3 lie in distinct components of S.

Now suppose 3>(a) and <t>(/3) lie in distinct components of ST. By [3],

the order components and the components of a compact topological

semilattice are identical, so there exists geF(^) such that the image of

g is {0, 1} and g(a)j*g(b). Clearly, g°$>eF{Y), the image of g°0 is {0, 1}.

and g^{a)^g'^(b). Thus, a and b lie in distinct order components of

(s, r).

Proposition 7. ff(S, V) is a CCPOTS, then S is order connected if and

only if Sr is connected.

Proof.   («<=) Apply Proposition 6.

(=>) Suppose Sr is not connected. By [3], the order components and the

components of Sr are identical, so there existsgeF(^) such that the image

of g is {0, 1}. Let #"(S) be the set of finite subsets of S. Since (g°i)~l(Q) is a

nonempty open subset of 2s, and since by [1] SF(S) is dense in 2s, there

exists Ae&(S)r\(g°i)-HO). Let Je(g°i)-i(l), and let beß. Define F(U(T))
just as in the case where the order is a partial order. Clearly gaieF(U(V)y,

goi({b})=\, and g°i(A\j{b})=0. Let D be a subset of A\j{b} such that

beDeig^i)"1^), and no proper subset of D which contains b is an element

of (g°t)_1(0). There exists deD\{b}.

Define h:S^2s by h(s) = {s}v(D\{d}). Clearly, h:(S, r)^(2's', <7(F))

is continuous and monotonic, so g°ioheF(T). But g°i°h(d)=0, g°i?h(b)= 1,

and the image of g°fah is {0, 1). Thus (S, T) is not order connected.
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